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Comic Books as History Joseph Witek 1989 Describes changing public attitudes towards comic books
Girls and Their Comics Jacqueline Danziger-Russell 2013 Discusses the history of the comic book and how it is a powerful
medium for expressing the voices of marginalized girls, drawing on testimony from librarians, authors, and readers to analyze the
growing interest in comics.
Distinctive Styles and Authorship in Alternative Comics Lukas Etter 2020-12-16 Distinctive Styles and Authorship in Alternative
Comics addresses the benefits and limits of analyses of style in alternative comics. It offers three close readings of works serially
published between 1980 and 2018 – Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Alison Bechdel’s Dykes to Watch Out For, and Jason Lutes’ Berlin
– and discusses how artistic style may influence the ways in which readers construct authorship.
The DC Comics Universe Douglas Brode 2022-08-02 As properties of DC comics continue to sprout over the years, narratives
that were once kept sacrosanct now spill over into one another, synergizing into one bona fide creative Universe. Intended for

both professional pop culture researchers and general interest readers, this collection of essays covers DC Universe multimedia,
including graphic novels, video games, movies and TV shows. Each essay is written by a recognized pop culture expert offering
a distinct perspective on a wide variety of topics. Even though many of the entries address important social themes like gender
and racism, the book is not limited to these topics. Also included are more lighthearted essays for full verisimilitude, including
analyses of long forgotten or seemingly marginal aspects of the DC Extended Universe, as well as in-depth and original
interpretations of the most beloved characters and their relationships to one another. Highly accessible and approachable, this
work provides previously unavailable in-roads that create a richer comprehension of the ever-expanding DC Universe.
The Routledge Companion to Comics Frank Bramlett 2016-08-05 This cutting-edge handbook brings together an international
roster of scholars to examine many facets of comics and graphic novels. Contributor essays provide authoritative, up-to-date
overviewsof the major topics and questions within comic studies, offering readers a truly global approach to understanding the
field. Essays examine: the history of the temporal, geographical, and formal development of comics, including topics like art
comics, manga, comix, and the comics code; issues such as authorship, ethics, adaptation, and translating comics connections
between comics and other artistic media (drawing, caricature, film) as well as the linkages between comics and other academic
fields like linguistics and philosophy; new perspectives on comics genres, from funny animal comics to war comics to romance
comics and beyond. The Routledge Companion to Comics expertly organizes representative work from a range of disciplines,
including media and cultural studies, literature, philosophy, and linguistics. More than an introduction to the study of comics, this
book will serve as a crucial reference for anyone interested in pursuing research in the area, guiding students, scholars, and
comics fans alike.
Comic Books and American Cultural History Matthew Pustz 2012-02-23 A highly original collection of essays, demonstrating how
comic books can be used as primary sources in the teaching and understanding of American history.
The Power of Comics Randy Duncan 2009-07-01 A comprehensive introduction to the comic arts From the introduction by Paul
Levitz "If ever there was a medium characterized by its unexamined self-expression, it's comics. For decades after the medium's
birth, it was free of organized critical analysis, its creators generally disinclined to self-analysis or formal documentation. The
average reader didn't know who created the comics, how or why . . . and except for a uniquely destructive period during
America's witch-hunting of the 1950s, didn't seem to care. As the medium has matured, however, and the creativity of comics
began to touch the mainstream of popular culture in many ways, curiosity followed, leading to journalism and eventually,
scholarship, and so here we are." The Power of Comics is the first introductory textbook for comic art studies courses. Lending a
broader understanding of the medium and its communication potential, it provides students with a coherent and comprehensive
explanation of comic books and graphic novels, including coverage of their history and their communication techniques, research
into their meanings and effects and an overview of industry practices and fan culture. Co-authors randy Duncan and Matthew J.
Smith draw on their own years of experience teaching comics studies courses and the scholarly literature across several

disciplines to create a text with the following features: Discussion questions for each chapter Activities to engage readers
Recommended reading suggestions Over 150 illustrations Bibliography Glossary The Power of Comics deals exclusively with
comic books and graphic novels. One reason for this focus is that no one text can hope to do justice to both strips and books;
there is simply too much to cover. Preference is given to comic books because in their longer form, the graphic novel, they have
the greatest potential for depth and complexity of expression. As comic strips shrink in size and become more inane in content,
comic books are becoming a serious art form.
Art Spiegelman Joseph Witek 2007 When the graphic novel Maus: A Survivor's Tale won a Special Pulitzer Prize in 1992 for its
vivid depiction of the Holocaust and its effects, critics and mainstream audiences recognized that a comic book was capable of
exploring complex aesthetic, moral, and cultural themes. Maus's creator Art Spiegelman (b. 1948) became the most famous
alternative cartoonist in America. Art Spiegelman: Conversations reveals an artist who had long been working to establish
comics as a serious art form. With his wife Françoise Mouly, he founded and edited RAW-the most in-fluential showcase for
avant-garde comics in America-which published early work by such well-established cartoonists as Chris Ware, Kaz, and Gary
Panter. Spiegelman's essays and lectures helped to establish that comics have a history and a canon. This collection of
interviews and profiles spans 1976-2006 and covers Spiegelman's career as an artist, critic, educator, and art historian. A
previously unpublished interview conducted by the volume's editor discusses themes rarely touched upon in earlier profiles.
Joseph Witek is director of graduate studies and professor of English at Stetson University. He is the author of Comic Books as
History: The Narrative Art of Jack Jackson, Art Spiegelman, and Harvey Pekar (University Press of Mississippi), and his work
has appeared in many publications.
American Comics: A History Jeremy Dauber 2021-11-16 The sweeping story of cartoons, comic strips, and graphic novels and
their hold on the American imagination. Comics have conquered America. From our multiplexes, where Marvel and DC movies
reign supreme, to our television screens, where comics-based shows like The Walking Dead have become among the most
popular in cable history, to convention halls, best-seller lists, Pulitzer Prize–winning titles, and MacArthur Fellowship recipients,
comics shape American culture, in ways high and low, superficial, and deeply profound. In American Comics, Columbia
professor Jeremy Dauber takes readers through their incredible but little-known history, starting with the Civil War and cartoonist
Thomas Nast, creator of the lasting and iconic images of Uncle Sam and Santa Claus; the golden age of newspaper comic strips
and the first great superhero boom; the moral panic of the Eisenhower era, the Marvel Comics revolution, and the underground
comix movement of the 1960s and ’70s; and finally into the twenty-first century, taking in the grim and gritty Dark Knights and
Watchmen alongside the brilliant rise of the graphic novel by acclaimed practitioners like Art Spiegelman and Alison Bechdel.
Dauber’s story shows not only how comics have changed over the decades but how American politics and culture have changed
them. Throughout, he describes the origins of beloved comics, champions neglected masterpieces, and argues that we can
understand how America sees itself through whose stories comics tell. Striking and revelatory, American Comics is a rich

chronicle of the last 150 years of American history through the lens of its comic strips, political cartoons, superheroes, graphic
novels, and more. FEATURING… • American Splendor • Archie • The Avengers • Kyle Baker • Batman • C. C. Beck • Black
Panther • Captain America • Roz Chast • Walt Disney • Will Eisner • Neil Gaiman • Bill Gaines • Bill Griffith • Harley Quinn • Jack
Kirby • Denis Kitchen • Krazy Kat • Harvey Kurtzman • Stan Lee • Little Orphan Annie • Maus • Frank Miller • Alan Moore • Mutt
and Jeff • Gary Panter • Peanuts • Dav Pilkey • Gail Simone • Spider-Man • Superman • Dick Tracy • Wonder Wart-Hog • Wonder
Woman • The Yellow Kid • Zap Comix … AND MANY MORE OF YOUR FAVORITES!
Comic Book Women Peyton Brunet 2022-01-11 The history of comics has centered almost exclusively on men. Comics
historians largely describe the medium as one built by men telling tales about male protagonists, neglecting the many ways in
which women fought for legitimacy on the page and in publishers’ studios. Despite this male-dominated focus, women played
vital roles in the early history of comics. The story of how comic books were born and how they evolved changes dramatically
when women like June Tarpé Mills and Lily Renée are placed at the center rather than at the margins of this history, and when
characters such as the Black Cat, Patsy Walker, and Señorita Rio are analyzed. Comic Book Women offers a feminist history of
the golden age of comics, revising our understanding of how numerous genres emerged and upending narratives of how male
auteurs built their careers. Considering issues of race, gender, and sexuality, the authors examine crime, horror, jungle,
romance, science fiction, superhero, and Western comics to unpack the cultural and industrial consequences of how women
were represented across a wide range of titles by publishers like DC, Timely, Fiction House, and others. This revisionist history
reclaims the forgotten work done by women in the comics industry and reinserts female creators and characters into the canon of
comics history.
Reading Comics Mila Bongco 2000 First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
UK Feminist Cartoons and Comics Nicola Streeten 2020-01-28 This book demonstrates that since the 1970s, British feminist
cartoons and comics have played an important part in the Women’s Movement in Britain. A key component of this has been
humour. This aspect of feminist history in Britain has not previously been documented. The book questions why and how British
feminists have used humour in comics form to present serious political messages. It also interrogates what the implications have
been for the development of feminist cartoons and for the popularisation of feminism in Britain. The work responds to recent
North American feminist comics scholarship that concentrates on North American autobiographical comics of trauma by women.
This book highlights the relevance of humour and provides a comparative British perspective. The time frame is 1970 to 2019,
chosen as representative of a significant historical period for the development of feminist cartoon and comics activity and of
feminist theory and practice. Research methods include archival data collection, complemented by interviews with selected
cartoonists. Visual and textual analysis of specific examples draws on literature from humour theory, comics studies and feminist
theory. Examples are also considered as responses to the economic, social and political contexts in which they were produced.
Graphic Novels and Comics in the Classroom Carrye Kay Syma 2013-06-10 Sequential art combines the visual and the narrative

in a way that readers have to interpret the images with the writing. Comics make a good fit with education because students are
using a format that provides active engagement. This collection of essays is a wide-ranging look at current practices using
comics and graphic novels in educational settings, from elementary schools through college. The contributors cover history,
gender, the use of specific graphic novels, practical application and educational theory.
Illustrating Asia John A. Lent 2001-11-30 Illustrations used for story-telling and mirth-making have enlivened Asian walls, scrolls,
books, public and private places, and artifacts for millennia. Often playful and humorous, Asian pictorial stories lent conspicuous
elements to contemporary comic art, particularly with their use of narrative nuance, humor, satire, and dialogue. Illustrating Asia
is a fascinating book on a subject that is of wide and topical interest. All of the articles consider cartoon and/or comic art in the
historical and social setting of seven South, Southeast, and East Asian countries: India, Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka,
China, and Japan. The contributors treat comic and narrative art—including comic books, comic strips, picture books, and humor
and fan magazines—in both historical and socio-cultural perspectives, as well as portrayals of ancient Chinese philosophy,
gender, and the enemy in cartoons and comics. Contributors: Laine Berman, John A. Lent, Fusami Ogi, Rei Okamoto, Ronald
Provencher, Aruna Rao, Kuiyi Shen, Shimizu Isao, Shu-chu Wei, Yingjin Zhang.
Autobiographical Comics Andrew J. Kunka 2017-11-02 A complete guide to the history, form and contexts of the genre,
Autobiographical Comics helps readers explore the increasingly popular genre of graphic life writing. In an accessible and easyto-navigate format, the book covers such topics as: · The history and rise of autobiographical comics · Cultural contexts · Key
texts – including Maus, Robert Crumb, Persepolis, Fun Home, and American Splendor · Important theoretical and critical
approaches to autobiographical comics Autobiographical Comics includes a glossary of crucial critical terms, annotated guides to
further reading and online resources and discussion questions to help students and readers develop their understanding of the
genre and pursue independent study.
Narrative Advertising Models and Conceptualization in the Digital Age Y?lmaz, Recep 2017-02-01 The ubiquity of technology in
modern society has opened new opportunities for businesses to employ marketing strategies. Through digital media, new forms
of advertisement creativity can be explored. Narrative Advertising Models and Conceptualization in the Digital Age is a pivotal
reference source that features the latest scholarly perspectives on the implementation of narration and storytelling in
contemporary advertising. Including a range of topics such as digital games, viral advertising, and interactive media, this book is
an ideal publication for business managers, researchers, academics, graduate students, and professionals interested in the
enhancement of advertising strategies.
The French Comics Theory Reader Ann Miller 2014-06-24 Key French-language theoretical texts on comics translated into
English for the first time The French Comics Theory Reader presents a collection of key theoretical texts on comics, spanning a
period from the 1960s to the 2010s, written in French and never before translated into English. The publication brings a
distinctive set of authors together uniting theoretical scholars, artists, journalists, and comics critics. Readers will gain access to

important debates that have taken place among major French-language comics scholars, including Thierry Groensteen, Benoît
Peeters, Jan Baetens, and Pierre Fresnault-Deruelle, over the past fifty years. The collection covers a broad range of
approaches to the medium, including historical, formal, sociological, philosophical, and psychoanalytic. A general introduction
provides an overall context, and, in addition, each of the four thematic sections is prefaced by a brief summary of each text and
an explanation of how they have influenced later work. The translations are faithful to the originals while reading clearly in
English, and, where necessary, cultural references are clarified.
From Comic Strips to Graphic Novels. The Formal and Functional Development of the Graphic Narrative in America Nico Reiher
2014-03-24 Diploma Thesis from the year 2012 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 1,7, Martin Luther University,
language: English, abstract: Throughout the history of the modern graphic narrative in America, its format has extended from
short newspaper comic strips to the substantially longer graphic novels of today. During this physical evolution, the stylistic
features of the art form were gradually broadened, as well. Defining creators transcended the formal characteristics of the art
form, hence, establishing and constantly enriching a variety of narrative tools. Simultaneously, the cultural acceptance of comics
as an acknowledged form of expression has also undergone a major shift. Today, authorities and institutions of highbrow
literature are increasingly starting to recognize recent ambitious comic books as sophisticated works. Within the last twenty
years, even recognized literary institutions outside of the comic book field have honored exceptional creators for their
outstanding achievements. Moreover, discussions on the art form have lead to steadily growing academic interest. Hence, the art
form has slowly gained social respectability.The majority of critics mainly praised today’s graphic novels for their social, political
and cultural relevance. However, the graphic narrative has a long tradition in fulfilling this criterion of culturally appreciated
literature. By advancing the medium’s formal means of expression, the eradefining creators widened comics’ potential to critically
reflect upon contemporary issues, confront controversially discussed questions and challenge established norms and values.
The following analysis tests this thesis by chronologically approaching several periods of comic history. This work follows
Duncan and Smith’s historical periodization, as they respect crucial changes in both form and function (22-24). Considering four
historical stages of creative proliferation, this thesis regards comics’ evolution from newspaper-bound comic strips to
independent comic books and its ultimate transition to the graphic novel. Each of the four chapters first analyses significant
changes in the format, industry and culture of comics before determining the period’s major stylistic innovations. Subsequently
follows an approach to the social, political and cultural criticism during the particular era in relation to the historical context in
order to investigate comics’ functional development. The end of each chapter evaluates how the changes in format and
production as well as the stylistic innovations influenced comic creators’ ability to formulate their disapproval.
Comics, the Holocaust and Hiroshima Jane L. Chapman 2016-01-12 Comics, the Holocaust and Hiroshima breaks new ground
for history by exploring the relationship between comics as a cultural record, historiography, memory and trauma studies. Comics
have a dual role as sources: for gauging awareness of the Holocaust and through close analysis, as testimonies and narratives

of childhood emotions and experiences.
Multicultural Comics Frederick Luis Aldama 2010-09-15 Multicultural Comics: From Zap to Blue Beetle is the first comprehensive
look at comic books by and about race and ethnicity. The thirteen essays tease out for the general reader the nuances of how
such multicultural comics skillfully combine visual and verbal elements to tell richly compelling stories that gravitate around
issues of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality within and outside the U.S. comic book industry. Among the explorations of
mainstream and independent comic books are discussions of the work of Adrian Tomine, Grant Morrison, and Jessica Abel as
well as Marv Wolfman and Gene Colan's The Tomb of Dracula; Native American Anishinaabe-related comics; mixed-media
forms such as Kerry James Marshall's comic-book/community performance; DJ Spooky's visual remix of classic film; the role of
comics in India; and race in the early Underground Comix movement. The collection includes a "one-stop shop" for multicultural
comic book resources, such as archives, websites, and scholarly books. Each of the essays shows in a systematic, clear, and
precise way how multicultural comic books work in and of themselves and also how they are interconnected with a worldwide
tradition of comic-book storytelling.
Comics, Manga, and Graphic Novels: A History of Graphic Narratives Robert Petersen 2010-11-18 This text examines comics,
graphic novels, and manga with a broad, international scope that reveals their conceptual origins in antiquity. • Includes
numerous illustrations of British satirical prints, Japanese woodblock prints, and the art of prominent illustrators • Includes a
chapter on the latest developments in digital comics
Marvel Comics Sean Howe 2013-10-01 The defining, behind-the-scenes chronicle of one of the most extraordinary, beloved, and
dominant pop cultural entities in America’s history -- Marvel Comics – and the outsized personalities who made Marvel including
Martin Goodman, Stan Lee, and Jack Kirby. “Sean Howe’s history of Marvel makes a compulsively readable, riotous and
heartbreaking version of my favorite story, that of how a bunch of weirdoes changed the world…That it’s all true is just frosting on
the cake.” —Jonathan Lethem For the first time, Marvel Comics tells the stories of the men who made Marvel: Martin Goodman,
the self-made publisher who forayed into comics after a get-rich-quick tip in 1939, Stan Lee, the energetic editor who would
shepherd the company through thick and thin for decades and Jack Kirby, the WWII veteran who would co-create Captain
America in 1940 and, twenty years later, developed with Lee the bulk of the company’s marquee characters in a three-year
frenzy. Incorporating more than one hundred original interviews with those who worked behind the scenes at Marvel over a
seventy-year-span, Marvel Comics packs anecdotes and analysis into a gripping narrative of how a small group of people on the
cusp of failure created one of the most enduring pop cultural forces in contemporary America.
Novel Perspectives on German-Language Comics Studies Lynn M. Kutch 2016-06-15 Novel Perspectives on German-Language
Comics Studies: History, Pedagogy, Theory is the first English-language anthology to focus on graphic novels and comics from
the German-speaking world. Its contributors take innovative historical, pedagogical, and theoretical approaches to reading
contemporary German-language comics and, in doing so, demand that the German-language comics tradition, separate from

American or Franco-Belgian traditions, be taken seriously at home and abroad.
The Power of Comics Randy Duncan 2009-07-01 Offers undergraduate students with an understanding of the comics medium
and its communication potential. This book deals with comic books and graphic novels. It focuses on comic books because in
their longer form they have the potential for complexity of expression.
Visions of the Future in Comics Francesco-Alessio Ursini 2017-10-04 Across generations and genres, comics have imagined
different views of the future, from unattainable utopias to worrisome dystopias. These presaging narratives can be read as
reflections of their authors’ (and readers’) hopes, fears and beliefs about the present. This collection of new essays explores the
creative processes in comics production that bring plausible futures to the page. The contributors investigate portrayals in
different stylistic traditions—manga, bande desinées—from a variety of theoretical perspectives. The picture that emerges
documents the elaborate storylines and complex universes comics creators have been crafting for decades.
Intersectional Feminist Readings of Comics Sandra Cox 2021-09-21 Intersectional Feminist Readings of Comics collects several
theoretically informed close reading of comics and graphic literature that apply an intersectional feminist lens to the interpretation
of several contemporary North American graphic narratives. The essays examine use a range of interpretive lenses drawn from
theoretical models used in contemporary aesthetics, media studies, and literary criticism to analyze mainstream figures like DC’s
Catwoman and Marvel’s Miss America and Doctor Strange, to contextualize historical and speculative comics by Indigenous
American illustrators, and to explicate autography by critically lauded Jewish, queer and female cartoonists. In the first half of the
book, the chapters examine ways in which superhero comics and the cinematic and televisual adaptations thereof, reify, revise
and reject gender parity, systemic misogyny and heteropatriarchy through visual and textual rhetorics of representation. In the
second part of the volume, the chapters look at the ways that feminist interpretive practices illuminate the radical work
undertaken by cartoonists from historically marginalized communities in the U.S. and Canada. Across both halves, readers will
find applications of longstanding feminist critical traditions, like ecofeminism, as well as new intersectional extrapolations of
narratology, autobiographical studies, and visual rhetoric, which have been applied to the selected comics in insightful and
innovative ways. This is a lively and varied collection suitable for students and scholars in gender studies, cultural studies, media
studies and literary studies.
Comics as a Research Practice Giada Peterle 2021-05-18 This book proposes a novel creative research practice in geography
based on comics. It presents a transdisciplinary approach that uses a set of qualitative visual methods and extends from within
the geohumanities across literary spatial studies, comics, urban studies, mobility studies, and beyond. Written by a geographercartoonist, the book focuses on ‘narrative geographies’ and embraces a geocritical and relational approach to examine comic
book geographies in pursuit of a growing interest in creative, art-based experimental methods in the geohumanities. It explores
comics-based research through interconnections between art and geography and through theoretical and methodological
contributions from scholars working in the fields of the social sciences, humanities, literary geographies, mobilities, comics,

literary studies, and urban studies, as well as from visual artists, comics authors, and art practitioners. Comics are valuable
objects of geographical interest because of their spatial grammar. They are also a language particularly suited to geographical
analysis, and the ‘geoGraphic novel’ offers a practice of research that has the power to assemble and disassemble new spatial
meanings. The book thus explores how the ‘geoGraphic novel’ as a verbo-visual genre allows the study of geographical issues,
composes geocentred stories, engages wider and non-specialist audiences, promotes geo-artistic collaboration, and works as a
narrative intervention in urban contexts. Through a practice-based approach and the internal perspective of a geographercartoonist, the book provides examples of how geoGraphic fieldwork is conducted and offers analysis of the processes of
ideation, composition, and dissemination of geoGraphic narratives.
Medievalist Comics and the American Century Chris Bishop 2016-08-25 The comic book has become an essential icon of the
American Century, an era defined by optimism in the face of change and by recognition of the intrinsic value of democracy and
modernization. For many, the Middle Ages stand as an antithesis to these ideals, and yet medievalist comics have emerged and
endured, even thrived alongside their superhero counterparts. Chris Bishop presents a reception history of medievalist comics,
setting them against a greater backdrop of modern American history. From its genesis in the 1930s to the present, Bishop
surveys the medievalist comic, its stories, characters, settings, and themes drawn from the European Middle Ages. Hal Foster's
Prince Valiant emerged from an America at odds with monarchy, but still in love with King Arthur. Green Arrow remains the
continuation of a long fascination with Robin Hood that has become as central to the American identity as it was to the British.
The Mighty Thor reflects the legacy of Germanic migration into the United States. The rugged individualism of Conan the
Barbarian owes more to the western cowboy than it does to the continental knight-errant. In the narrative of Red Sonja, we can
trace a parallel history of feminism. Bishop regards these comics as not merely happenchance, but each success (Prince Valiant
and The Mighty Thor) or failure (Beowulf: Dragon Slayer) as a result and an indicator of certain American preoccupations amid a
larger cultural context. Intrinsically modernist paragons of pop-culture ephemera, American comics have ironically continued to
engage with the European Middle Ages. Bishop illuminates some of the ways in which we use an imagined past to navigate the
present and plots some possible futures as we valiantly shape a new century.
Comics, Trauma, and the New Art of War Harriet E. H. Earle 2017-06-19 Conflict and trauma remain among the most prevalent
themes in film and literature. Comics has never avoided such narratives, and comics artists are writing them in ways that are
both different from and complementary to literature and film. In Comics, Trauma, and the New Art of War, Harriet E. H. Earle
brings together two distinct areas of research--trauma studies and comics studies--to provide a new interpretation of a longstanding theme. Focusing on representations of conflict in American comics after the Vietnam War, Earle claims that the comics
form is uniquely able to show traumatic experience by representing events as viscerally as possible. Using texts from across the
form and placing mainstream superhero comics alongside alternative and art comics, Earle suggests that comics are the ideal
artistic representation of trauma. Because comics bridge the gap between the visual and the written, they represent such

complicated narratives as loss and trauma in unique ways, particularly through the manipulation of time and experience. Comics
can fold time and confront traumatic events, be they personal or shared, through a myriad of both literary and visual devices. As
a result, comics can represent trauma in ways that are unavailable to other narrative and artistic forms. With themes such as
dreams and mourning, Earle concentrates on trauma in American comics after the Vietnam War. Examples include Alissa
Torres's American Widow, Doug Murray's The "Nam, and Art Spiegelman's much-lauded Maus. These works pair with ideas
from a wide range of thinkers, including Sigmund Freud, Mikhail Bakhtin, and Fredric Jameson, as well as contemporary trauma
theory and clinical psychology. Through these examples and others, Comics, Trauma, and the New Art of War proves that
comics open up new avenues to explore personal and public trauma in extraordinary, necessary ways.
Comics and the Origins of Manga Eike Exner 2021-11-12 Japanese comics, commonly known as manga, are a global sensation.
Critics, scholars, and everyday readers have often viewed this artform through an Orientalist framework, treating manga as the
exotic antithesis to American and European comics. In reality, the history of manga is deeply intertwined with Japan’s avid
importation of Western technology and popular culture in the early twentieth century. Comics and the Origins of Manga reveals
how popular U.S. comics characters like Jiggs and Maggie, the Katzenjammer Kids, Felix the Cat, and Popeye achieved
immense fame in Japan during the 1920s and 1930s. Modern comics had earlier developed in the United States in response to
new technologies like motion pictures and sound recording, which revolutionized visual storytelling by prompting the invention of
devices like speed lines and speech balloons. As audiovisual entertainment like movies and record players spread through
Japan, comics followed suit. Their immediate popularity quickly encouraged Japanese editors and cartoonists to enthusiastically
embrace the foreign medium and make it their own, paving the way for manga as we know it today. By challenging the
conventional wisdom that manga evolved from centuries of prior Japanese art and explaining why manga and other comics
around the world share the same origin story, Comics and the Origins of Manga offers a new understanding of this increasingly
influential art form.
Drawing the Past, Volume 1 Dorian L. Alexander 2022-01-17 Contributions by Lawrence Abrams, Dorian L. Alexander, Max
Bledstein, Peter Cullen Bryan, Stephen Connor, Matthew J. Costello, Martin Flanagan, Michael Fuchs, Michael Goodrum,
Bridget Keown, Kaleb Knoblach, Christina M. Knopf, Martin Lund, Jordan Newton, Stefan Rabitsch, Maryanne Rhett, and Philip
Smith History has always been a matter of arranging evidence into a narrative, but the public debate over the meanings we
attach to a given history can seem particularly acute in our current age. Like all artistic mediums, comics possess the power to
mold history into shapes that serve its prospective audience and creator both. It makes sense, then, that history, no stranger to
the creation of hagiographies, particularly in the service of nationalism and other political ideologies, is so easily summoned to
the panelled page. Comics, like statues, museums, and other vehicles for historical narrative, make both monsters and heroes of
men while fueling combative beliefs in personal versions of United States history. Drawing the Past, Volume 1: Comics and the
Historical Imagination in the United States, the first book in a two-volume series, provides a map of current approaches to comics

and their engagement with historical representation. The first section of the book on history and form explores the existence,
shape, and influence of comics as a medium. The second section concerns the question of trauma, understood both as
individual traumas that can shape the relationship between the narrator and object, and historical traumas that invite a
reassessment of existing social, economic, and cultural assumptions. The final section on mythic histories delves into ways in
which comics add to the mythology of the US. Together, both volumes bring together a range of different approaches to diverse
material and feature remarkable scholars from all over the world.
The Story of Sex Philippe Brenot 2017-10-31 The first graphic history of sex chronicles sexuality and human intimacy through the
ages, from our primate pasts to our robotic futures. Humans have had sex on the brain since pre-civilization either for pleasure,
power, revenge, a desire for children, or simply because it isn't allowed. Today, sex is all around us but it's rarely explained and
almost never taught. In The Story of Sex, sexologist Phillipe Brenot combines anthropology, sociology, psychology and history
with witty comics by Latetita Coryn for an in-depth explanation of this essential aspect of humanity. Organized chronologically
into sections like Babylon: Free Love, The Middle Ages: Heaven and Hell, and The 20th Century: Sexual Liberation, Brenot
explores what eroticism really is, how our ancestors behaved sexually, when the first couple was established, how superstition
and morality laws shaped sexuality, the use of pornography in the digital age, and how some ancient civilizations were far ahead
of their time when it came to gender equality. Full of fascinating details like Cleopatra's invention of the vibrator and a Dutch
shopkeeper's accidental discovery of the existence of sperm--all accompanied by hilarious comics and dialogue -- The Story of
Sex is informative, unique, and entertaining book.
The Comics of Joe Sacco Daniel Worden 2015-07-29 Named a Notable Scholarly Publication of 2015 by the Comics Studies
Society Contributions by Georgiana Banita, Lan Dong, Ann D'Orazio, Kevin C. Dunn, Alexander Dunst, Jared Gardner, Edward
C. Holland, Isabel Macdonald, Brigid Maher, Ben Owen, Rebecca Scherr, Maureen Shay, Marc Singer, Richard Todd Stafford,
and Øyvind Vågnes The Comics of Joe Sacco addresses the range of his award-winning work, from his early comics stories as
well as his groundbreaking journalism Palestine (1993) and Safe Area to Goražde (2000), to Footnotes in Gaza (2009) and his
most recent book The Great War (2013), a graphic history of World War I. First in the series, Critical Approaches to Comics
Artists, this edited volume explores Sacco's comics journalism and features established and emerging scholars from comics
studies, cultural studies, geography, literary studies, political science, and communication studies. Sacco's work has already
found a place in some of the foundational scholarship in comics studies, and this book solidifies his role as one of the most
important comics artists today. Sections focus on how Sacco's comics journalism critiques and employs the standard of
objectivity in mainstream reporting, what aesthetic principles and approaches to lived experience can be found in his comics,
how Sacco employs the space of the comics page to map history and war, and the ways that his comics function in the
classroom and as human rights activism. The Comics of Joe Sacco offers definitive, exciting approaches to some of the most

important--and necessary--comics today, by one of the most acclaimed journalist-artists of our time.
From Comic Strips to Graphic Novels Daniel Stein 2013-06-26 This essay collection examines the theory and history of graphic
narrative – realized in various different formats, including comic strips, comic books, and graphic novels – as one of the most
interesting and versatile forms of storytelling in contemporary media culture. The contributions assembled in this volume test the
applicability of narratological concepts to graphic narrative, examine aspects of graphic narrative beyond the ‘single work,’
consider the development of particular narrative strategies within individual genres, and trace the forms and functions of graphic
narrative across cultures. Analyzing a wide range of texts, genres, and narrative strategies from both theoretical and historical
perspectives, the international group of scholars gathered here offers state-of-the-art research on graphic narrative in the context
of an increasingly postclassical and transmedial narratology.
Documentary Comics Nina Mickwitz 2016-04-29 Can comics be documentary, and can documentary take the form of, and thus
be, comics? Examining comics as documentary, this book challenges the persistent assumption that ties documentary to
recording technologies, and instead engages an understanding of the category in terms of narrative, performativity and
witnessing. Through a cluster of early twenty-first century comics, Nina Mickwitz argues that these comics share a documentary
ambition to visually narrate and represent aspects and events of the real world.
Seeing Comics through Art History Maggie Gray 2022-07-19 This book explores what the methodologies of Art History might
offer Comics Studies, in terms of addressing overlooked aspects of aesthetics, form, materiality, perception and visual style. As
well as considering what Art History proposes of comic scholarship, including the questioning of some of its deep-rooted
categories and procedures, it also appraises what comics and Comics Studies afford and ask of Art History. This book draws
together the work of international scholars applying art-historical methodologies to the study of a range of comic strips, books,
cartoons, graphic novels and manga, who, as well as being researchers, are also educators, artists, designers, curators,
producers, librarians, editors, and writers, with some undertaking practice-based research. Many are trained art historians, but
others come from, have migrated into, or straddle other disciplines, such as Comparative Literature, American Literature, Cultural
Studies, Visual Studies, and a range of subjects within Art & Design practice.
The Story of the Jews Stan Mack 2001-08 Through witty illustrated narrative, celebrated artist Stan Mack takes you on a
rewarding comic-strip-style journey through 4,000 years of ups and downs in Jewish history, celebrating major characters and
events from biblical times to the 21st century.
The Secret Origins of Comics Studies Matthew Smith 2017-09-19 In The Secret Origins of Comics Studies, today’s leading
comics scholars turn back a page to reveal the founding figures dedicated to understanding comics art. Edited by comics
scholars Matthew J. Smith and Randy Duncan, this collection provides an in-depth study of the individuals and institutions that
have created and shaped the field of Comics Studies over the past 75 years. From Coulton Waugh to Wolfgang Fuchs, these
influential historians, educators, and theorists produced the foundational work and built the institutions that inspired the recent

surge in scholarly work in this dynamic, interdisciplinary field. Sometimes scorned, often underappreciated, these visionaries
established a path followed by subsequent generations of scholars in literary studies, communication, art history, the social
sciences, and more. Giving not only credit where credit is due, this volume both offers an authoritative account of the history of
Comics Studies and also helps move the field forward by being a valuable resource for creating graduate student reading lists
and the first stop for anyone writing a comics-related literature review.
Comics and Power Rikke Platz Cortsen 2015-02-05 Many introductions to comics scholarship books begin with an anecdote
recounting the author’s childhood experiences reading comics, thereby testifying to the power of comics to engage and impact
youth, but comics and power are intertwined in a numbers of ways that go beyond concern for children’s reading habits. Comics
and Power presents very different methods of studying the complex and diverse relationship between comics and power. Divided
into three sections, its 14 chapters discuss how comics interact with, reproduce, and/or challenge existing power structures –
from the comics medium and its institutions to discourses about art, subjectivity, identity, and communities. The contributors and
their work, as such, represent a new generation of comics research that combines the study of comics as a unique art form with
a focus on the ways in which comics – like any other medium – participate in shaping the societies of which they are part.
Animal Comics 2017-12-14 Animal characters abound in graphic narratives ranging from Krazy Kat and Maus to WE3 and Terra
Formars. Exploring these and other multispecies storyworlds presented in words and images, Animal Comics draws together
work in comics studies, narrative theory, and cross-disciplinary research on animal environments and human-animal
relationships to shed new light on comics and graphic novels in which animal agents play a significant role. At the same time, the
volume's international team of contributors show how the distinctive structures and affordances of graphic narratives foreground
key questions about trans-species entanglements in a more-than-human world. The writers/artists covered in the book include:
Nick Abadzis, Adolpho Avril, Jeffrey Brown, Sue Coe, Matt Dembicki, Olivier Deprez, J. J. Grandville, George Herriman, Adam
Hines, William Hogarth, Grant Morrison, Osamu Tezuka, Frank Quitely, Yu Sasuga, Charles M. Schultz, Art Spiegelman, Fiona
Staples, Ken'ichi Tachibana, Brian K. Vaughan, and others.
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